
TomTom Rider - active dock - repair.

I recently encountered what I now realise is a fairly common problem - namely the active 
docking station on my motorbike was not charging my TomTom Rider 2 GPS .

Disclaimer

If you choose to make use of all or any of the information in this article - as always you do so 
entirely at your own risk.

Fault finding

A few minutes with my trusty multimeter confirmed that 12 volt power was definitely reaching 
the connector which plugged into the active dock.  However I was not able to detect any output
from the pins on the charging dock.  So evidently the fault was somewhere inside the charging 
dock.

As replacing the charging dock would cost around £60, I thought I should see if anyone else had 
encountered the problem and ideally found a cheap solution.  The logical first step was to see 
what if anything could be found by Google.

After expanding the search to include foreign languages Google revealed a brilliant well illustrated 
article written in German which basically showed how to get inside the active dock and replace
the fuse soldered onto the internal circuit board which was probably why it stopped working.

It appears the fuse is designed to blow if the polarity of the incoming 12 volt supply is reversed.  
Recalling my earlier bodged reconnection of the power cable - I realised this could be exactly 
what I needed to do to get the active dock working again. (And in my case, it worked!)

Why did the active dock stop working?

At first sight, the power connector which plugs into the active dock is handed with colour coded 
red/black wires so it should be bullet proof.  Unfortunately the connection design on the dock is 
not brilliant. If you have previously disconnected the lead (in my case to lift the tank to replace a 
blown fuse), then if you are not paying attention, it is possible to partially insert the connector
into the active dock the wrong way round.  Whilst the design prevents it from being fully 
connected, an electrical connection may be made with it only partially inserted.  Doh!

It's an easy mistake to make at the roadside after dark when you are working mostly by feel.
Obviously when you realise the lead is not connecting fully, you remove the lead from the dock, 
and after a quick examination, realise your mistake and plug it in the right way round.

Sadly you will be unaware that even a momentary wrong polarity connection will blow the fuse 
soldered to the circuit board inside the unit, and it will no longer be charging your TomTom GPS 
when mounted in the dock.

Just in case others end up in the same boat, I thought I should have a go at translating the 
German instructions into intelligible English.  Sadly the output from a machine translation 
programme was fairly incoherent rambling).

How do I fix it? - (the rest of this article is entirely courtesy of someone called Karl…)

Please note apart from the bits I have added in red - this "How-To" is entirely Karl's work.  So 
whoever you are Karl - thank you! If you let me know - I will be happy to properly acknowledge 
your work on this site.



Hi Folks, 

If you're wondering why the TomTom Rider 2 active charging mount on your motorbike no longer works, the 
most likely answer is that at some stage the 12 volt power cord has probably been pushed in the wrong way
round. I guess this says something about our lack of concentration 

Anyway, chances are, that a fuse is now blown on the circuit board inside the active docking station. Option 
one buy a new docking station will cost something like £65? - mdr! 

So here is the connector that probably got connected the wrong way around: 

Dismantling? No chance! How do you get at/remove these pivot pins?

From behind?  No chance either! 



You now have two options to push those pins to the side and gain access.  I found a non destructive solution 
but Carl did this…

The one way is drill through from the front. I did this with a super thin drill:

OK - now I know precisely where to drill, I can make a better effort, but you can at least now push out the pivot
pin and finally gain access to the circuit board which is behind.

A slower alternative involves progressively pushing those pins to the side - I used and broke several stanley 
knife blades (no drilling needed) - poke in the gap and twist blade against pin - it does work eventually. NB 
Reinstating the pins later will be a similar chore.

Next you need to remove some 2mm Allen security bit screws (You can get a set of 32 security bits from 
Maplins or ebay at quite low cost). What you need is shown below. - Note the core of the security bit is hollow.



Once the allen security bolts are removed we can access the charging electronics. The arrow shows the SMD 
fuse (2A) which is probably blown - but test it with a multimeter to make sure.

If it is blown you will need a new fuse (€0.86 from Conrad - in the UK Maplins should have something suitable -
I suggest you can take the whole thing along to show them - they like a challenge.)

As you can see below - I chose to simply piggyback the new fuse onto the old fuse, to avoid damaging the 
board. If you prefer you could de-solder and remove the old fuse and then solder in the replacement.

NB If the pin connectors on your docking station have problems, (another common fault with these docks) you 
will find the connector with the pins is located on the back of the circuit board.  It is glued in place with silicone 
and if required the sealed contact block can be pryed off and the spring loaded pins freed of corrosion and 
reinstated after repair (The 4 pin docking connector is visible below the metal heatsink for the voltage 
invertor/regulator).

Have fun! 
Cheers  Karl 


